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Partnering to End Corruption 
through Security Cooperation 

and Defense Institution Building

Corruption is the existential, strategic threat to Afghanistan.

   — ISAF Commander General Allen

Corruption Affects the Battlefield

Corruption damages a mission’s operational effectiveness and credibility and is “a key 
inhibitor of stability… is often a key cause of conflict… and erodes the legitimacy and efficacy 
of an international mission.” 1 The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) 
has the expertise and capabilities to assist the Department of Defense (DoD) to tackle corruption, 
support mission operations, reduce violent extremism, and increase government legitimacy and 
citizen confidence.

Do No Harm

Ignoring corruption, even within “friendly groups,” has had detrimental results.  Current U.S. 
National Security Advisor, Lieutenant General H. R. McMaster states, “Paradoxically, avoiding 
state building or sidestepping the political causes of state weakness in the hope of avoiding costly 
or protracted commitments often increases costs and extends efforts in time.”2 In fragile states, self-
protection forces and other powerbrokers often provide security, distribute aid, deliver justice, and 
supply jobs in lieu of government intervention. While U.S. assistance to these forces may secure 
short-term gains, if not done carefully, these self-protection forces “have a tendency to evolve into 
predatory groups, attacking external enemies while extorting or preying upon their own community.”3 
Such extortion and corruption reinforces ethnic, religious, and other divisions that fuel cycles of 
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violence; this makes peace more difficult and 
prolongs the need for international forces. In 
2014, DoD concluded that initial support of 
warlords in Afghanistan created an environment 
that exacerbated criminal patronage networks 
and fostered corruption, which ultimately had 
significant unintended consequences for U.S. 
strategy.4

Harm can also result from empowering 
a military or an executive branch through its 
military that already has undue influence in a 
country without also strengthening oversight 
institutions that can stem corruption. When 
inspector general, ombudsman, or legislative 
committees’ capacities are increased, the 
oversight bodies can safeguard against power-
grabs and illegal activities.5 Further, unmatched 
military assistance to an already militarized 
society may tip the scales of power and permit the 
military to act as a tool to “suppress democratic 
opposition or movements.”6  Yemen and its 
current crisis is an example of where the U.S. 
government failed to counterbalance security 
cooperation programming to a corrupt executive 
with assistance programs to other branches of 
government that had oversight authorities over 
the executive.7

Can Anything be Done 
about Corruption?

Twelve of the fifteen lowest ranked 
countries on Transparency International’s 
Corruption Perception Index (CPI) have issues 
with insurgents or international security.8 Many 
officers in DoD believe that corruption is simply 
part of some countries’ cultures, where citizens 
have attitudes of resignation to corruption, and 
therefore, nothing can be done to address it.9 
However, citizens want medicine in their clinics 
and  books in their classrooms, and they do not 
want to be shaken down at police checkpoints. 
This is why the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria 
(ISIS) uses propaganda to paint the governments 
as illegitimate, due in part to their corruption, 

in order to gain sympathizers for their cause to 
overthrow the government.10

Corruption as the status quo does not have 
to be the end state. In fact, many anticorruption 
programs that focus on changing the rules of 
the game, incentives, or illegal behaviors that 
undermine the rule of law (ROL) have found 
significant success.  These programs start with 
an in-depth assessment that is used to develop 
programs tailored to specific objectives within 
a sector where political will exists.11

For example, the USAID Democracy, 
Human Rights, and Governance (DRG) Strategy 
identifies public financial management (PFM) 
strengthening interventions as a proven method 
of promoting norms of lawfulness. PFM 
programs increase auditing and transparency in 
accounting, recording, and reporting processes. 
This USAID position is partly based on the 
recent, meta-analysis, evidence-based study of 
impact evaluations by the U4 Anti-Corruption 
Resource Center, one of the preeminent research 
institutions on corruption.  U4, which receives 
substantial funding from multiple G7 countries, 
found that studies have consistently shown that 
PFM programs have reduced corruption and 
fraud by changing incentives and the rules of 
the game.12

Ten DoD Lines of Effort Ripe for 
Collaboration with USAID

Once established, corruption, is “hard to 
reduce; ideally it should be taken into account 
from the planning stages of any crisis response 

Many officers in DoD believe 
that corruption is simply part 
of some countries’ cultures, 
where citizens have attitudes 
of resignation to corruption, 
and therefore, nothing can 
be done to address it.
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operation.”13 The steps below from Transparency 
International’s book, Defense and Security 
Program: Corruption Threats and International 
Missions: Practical Guidance for Leaders (TI 
CTIM), as well as other recently-published 
literature, outline how DoD can partner with 
USAID to address corruption at different levels 
of command.
1. Prepare early.

The military should integrate transparency, 
accountability, and anti-corruption (TAAC) 
measures into doctrine, organization, training, 
materiel, leadership and education, personnel, 
facilities, and policy (DOTMLPF-P) associated 
with security cooperation.  Specifically, 
combatant command (COCOM) theater 
campaign plans, as well as region and country 
plans, should more thoroughly address 
TAAC. For example, the force structure and 
personnel may need to be adjusted to account 
for an increased emphasis on supporting anti-
corruption efforts.14

a) USAID already has an anti-corruption 
strategy, personnel trainings on anti-
corruption programming, best practice 
guides, and other material that could be used 
as a starting point for a COCOM interested 
in initiating an anti-corruption DOTMLPF-P 
process for its area of responsibility.

b) In Afghanistan, it was not until 2011 
that revisions were made to operation 
plans and fragmentary orders that elevated 
anticorruption efforts to a distinct line of 
operation within the mission campaign plans.

2. Incorporate TAAC analysis into Ministry 
of Defense country-strategy problem-
framing through scoping assessment tools. 

A corruption analysis should be required 
every few years during security cooperation 
or defense-institution building programs. A 
corruption political economy analysis (PEA) 
examines the actors and institutions that support 

or oppose democratic reform. The corruption 
PEA also reviews the interests, resources, and 
strategies of key actors to ascertain whether a 
critical mass of reformists and resources exist, or 
if they could be organized to exist, to champion 
specific reforms. In other words, a corruption 
PEA helps determine what corruption mitigations 
strategies should be made a priority, based in part 
on need and the political feasibility of reform.

a) USAID can assist with a security-
sector corruption PEA. USAID’s Center of 
Excellence on DRG has an entire division 
dedicated to supporting PEA assessments, 
as well broader assessments, such as the 
democracy, human rights, and governance 
assessment. Conducting a thorough scoping 
institution or corruption assessment is the 
most critical missing ingredient to effective 
security cooperation and security assistance.  

b) USAID and its international partners 
have toolkits on TAAC. One such toolkit is 
the Anticorruption Assessment Handbook 
(2009).15 Like the corruption PEA, these tools 
can help security cooperation professionals 
determine how and in what ways they can 
support TAAC initiatives, even when there 
are other competing U.S. interests and 
agendas. Other TAAC tools include:

• Human resource management (HRM): 
The World Bank assesses civil 
service integrity through the HRM 
Actionable Governance Assessment. 
This analysis identifies weaknesses 
and vulnerabilities in Civil Service 
systems for which appropriate reforms 
can be implemented, thereby reducing 
inefficiencies and improprieties, 
including corruption. This assessment 
tool has been completed in 12 
countries.16

• Financial management: PFM reforms 
within a Ministry of Defense can 
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substantially reduce corruption.  
USAID’s Public Financial Management 
Risk Assessment Framework and 
the World Bank Public Expenditure 
and Financial Accountability (PEFA) 
framework17 both assess forecasting 
capabilities, fiscal discipline, strategic 
resource allocation, and efficient use of 
resources. These financial assessment 
tools can be used at the Ministry of 
Defense level and provide a partner 
nation’s decision-makers with reliable 
information on its public financial 
management system, processes, and 
vulnerabilities, which allows it to 
focus on effective reform efforts. PFM 
assistance could be a powerful defense 
institution building line of effort.

c) If any DoD staff wishes to have a deeper 
understanding of the governance systems, 
political dynamics, or country context 
of its area of responsibility, USAID has 
completed governance assessments in 
about 80 countries, half of which have 
been completed in the last five years. While 
many are sensitive but unclassified, USAID 
can share any of them with DoD staff upon 
request.

3. Create a basis for unified action. 

There should be as much alignment as 
possible between security and development 
agendas. For example, DoD could create a 
memorandum of understanding (MOU) with 
USAID to pay for the costs of civilian agency 
staff to work on DoD TAAC lines of effort pre-
deployment during mobilization. An MOU for 
similar purposes already exists between the 
Department of State and DoD.18 Alternatively, 
once in country, DoD and USAID could use 
an MOU to coordinate future programs at the 
country-level, such as the agreement signed in 
Armenia.19

4. Supply chain management 
(SCM) assessment. 

USAID’s National Supply Chain Assessment 
(NSCA) conducts a diagnostic on SCM systems 
in the health sector that could be tailored to 
fit DoD’s needs.20 The footnoted link outlines 
the Key Performance Indicators as well as 
the assessment questions used for the NSCA 
review of the five-supply chain functional 
areas (forecasting process, procurement 
maturity, product selection, transportation, and 
warehousing). USAID has used the NSCA to 
assess SCM systems in dozens of countries 
and at the national, state (division), and local 
(brigade/company) functional levels.

Having security cooperation professionals 
use USAID’s NSCA within Ministries of Defense 
is likely one of the most straightforward and 
achievable recommendations.  If DoD logistical 
experts were interested in using NSCA, a DoD 
unit could buy-into USAID’s existing NSCA 
efforts and USAID’s implementing partners 
could help tailor NSCA to fit the needs of 
Ministries of Defense. USAID and its partners 
could work hand in hand with DoD to ensure that 
the NSCA reflects the unique characteristics of 
SCM within a Ministry of Defense.
5. Promote accountability. 

Providing security cooperation funds 
to Ministries of Defense without providing 
simultaneous funds for accountability to 
oversight bodies, such as parliamentarians or 
inspector general offices, may sacrifice other 
strategic, long-term interests (e.g., meeting 
the third National Security Strategy (NSS) 
objective of respect for universal values and 
human rights) the U.S. has for the partner nation 
for short-term, tactical gains.21 To remedy this, 
security cooperation programs could provide 
support to security- related investigative, 
oversight, and adjudicative bodies within the 
legislature or security ministries. For example, 
security cooperation programs could support the 
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DoD must, when appropriate, 
be willing to make security 
cooperation conditional based on 
corruption reform benchmarks.

Internal Affairs Department within a Ministry 
of Defense with contracted experts who help 
train and build the capacity of the department to 
prevent corruption and opportunistic collection 
of payments by soldiers. 

Security cooperation, like other forms 
of development, is a multidimensional effort 
and may be limited by weak or poorly-
functioning legislative bodies. By increasing 
the capacity of legislative committees and bill 
drafters in the security sector, needed reforms 
can begin to take shape, which will lead to a 
stronger security sector and a more rigorous 
parliamentary- oversight capacity. Such a result 
can lead to greater host-country ownership and 
sustainability and increase a partner’s ability to 
make informed security budgetary decisions, 
while also strengthening checks and balances 
against the potential of corruption within 
Ministries of Defense. 

According to an index developed by 
Transparency International that measures the 
quality of legislative oversight of defense 
ministries across over 80 countries, two-thirds 
of countries are at high risk of corruption 
due to poor legislative controls over defense 
security.22  USAID has completed over 50 
legislative strengthening programs over the 
past 10 years and is in good position to assist 
the U.S. military in providing capacity-building 
technical assistance to armed forces’ legislator 
or parliamentary committees.

This assistance could be programmed in 
many ways. For example, supporting defense 
institution oversight bodies could be contracted 
to a USAID-suggested, nongovernmental 
organization (NGO) or contractor through 

DoD’s existing building partner capacity 
(BPC) authorities or alternatively, by DoD 
directly transferring funds to USAID. DoD has 
recognized the importance of having a “total 
package approach” for its materiel sales; it 
similarly needs a total package approach for 
BPC programs, which should include supporting 
oversight bodies.
6. Condition assistance on political reform.

DoD must, when appropriate, be willing 
to make security cooperation conditional 
based on corruption reform benchmarks. It 
was not until the Tokyo Mutual Accountability 
Framework Conference in July 2012 that the 
Afghan government had to meet hard conditions 
regarding reductions in corruption to receive 
U.S. military and other aid.23 However, such 
conditionality for assistance should be tailored 
to a specific, identified reform and done in 
coordination with the interagency (and other 
donors if possible), if it is going to be effective 
and not have unintended consequences.24 
Diplomatic methods for creating conditions 
include sanctions, embargoes, conditional aid, 
and domestic legislation with international scope 
and reach.

Some critics contend that conditionality 
does not work. Others contend that even if it 
does not work, it sends a message, both to the 
host nation and to other nations around the world 
that the U.S. is serious about its commitments 
to universally-recognized rights for all people, 
such as those outlined in the United Nations’ 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.25

Regardless, USAID and the Millennium 
Challenge Cooperation have requirements 
for recipients of government-to-government 
assistance. In adherence to section 7031 of the 
Foreign Assistance appropriation bill, USAID’s 
policy chapter ADS 220 requires all government-
to-government assistance recipients to have 
policies and systems in place that demonstrate 
sufficient financial management capacity 
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and public accountability to reduce fraud and 
corruption through effective PFM. USAID has 
a process to ensure host nation financial checks 
and balances exist before providing on-budget 
assistance to ministries. As appropriate, DoD 
could condition security cooperation to PFM 
assessments and reforms within Ministries of 
defense based on USAID lessons learned.  
7. Changing norms, behaviors 
and leader’s incentives.

Many DoD security cooperation 
practitioners are often reluctant to suggest 
reform to their counterparts in fear of upsetting 
their bilateral relationship. However, if the 
norms and behaviors within the partner-nation 
military institution reinforce corruption or 
violate internationally-recognized human rights, 
such as abridging women’s basic rights, then, 
in accordance with the current U.S. NSS, it is 
a U.S. strategic interest for the defense attaché 
office to act and encourage reform.

To influence leaders and generate the 
political will necessary for reform, partner- nation 
decision makers often must be incentivized 
(e.g., through financial rewards, nonfinancial 
rewards, media oversight, and punishments) to 
give-up power and change norms and behaviors 
that violate the rule of law.26 By giving up some 
power and control, such as permitting internal 
audits or parliamentary oversight, leaders can 
create needed checks and balances. While the 
sharing and distribution of power through the 
process of checks and balances may “slow 
reform,” it also limits government overreach. 
These horizontal and vertical checks and 
balances on power are essential because they 
limit the subjectivity of future leaders who may 
not be so reform minded.

a) USAID has experience changing leader’s 
incentives. Recent USAID programming 
initiatives focused on USAID’s DRG 
Strategy Development Goal #227 are 
framed similarly to the United Kingdom’s 

Department for International Development 
(DFID) efforts, which is eloquently 
explained as supporting “accountability to 
shift the incentives of the ruling elite so they 
will support meaningful reforms and more 
inclusive and accountable modes of political 
and economic governance.”28

b) Further, security cooperation programs 
could support anti-corruption efforts by 
using existing incentives framed around: 

• Increasing government efficiency and 
decreasing waste;

• Adhering to UN Conventions to which 
they are already a signatory;

• Ensuring partner nation existing de jure 
national laws (what is written) are also 
the de facto law (what is followed);

• Tying foreign military sales or War 
College attendance to increasing checks 
and balances;

• Articulating economic benefits of meeting 
international norms and standards;

• Facilitating eligibility for membership in 
an international organization;

• Building the capacity of oversight 
institutions to provide adequate checks 
and balances; or 

• Promoting ambassador-level diplomacy. 
When all elements of U.S. national power 
are buttressed by each other, through a 
systems-based approached (organized 
complexity), security cooperation 
programs can better alter power and 
popular (soldier) and professional (officer 
clubs and associations) behaviors and 
norms to affect change.29
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8. Protect human rights.

Nominal or superficial human rights 
programs do not prevent human rights abuses 
against partner-nation citizens. After conducting 
an assessment on gaps, U.S. DoD security 
cooperation programs should: “a) proactively 
encourage strong human rights standards and 
accountability among partner forces and b) 
specifically develop and execute remediation.”30 
For example, DoD could protect host-nation 
reformers or whistleblowers by supporting the 
passage of human rights law or the creation of 
corruption hotlines as it relates to host nation 
DoD employees based on best practices.

a) The military could work with USAID on 
gender rights; just as DoD has internal suicide 
and sexual assault prevention programs, DIB 
could run campaigns similar to the USAID-
supported, What does it mean to be a man?31 
campaign.  Such efforts would align partner 
nations to their existing commitments, since 
most are already UN Convention on the 
Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination 
Against Women signatories.

b) In 2015, USAID published a lessoned 
learned guide32 and several toolkits33 on 
working with men to end gender-based 
violence.34 USAID/Bangladesh is working 
to reduce the high prevalence of domestic 
violence in Bangladesh and other related 
human rights violations (e.g., sexual 
harassment, child marriage, and other root 
causes of domestic abuse). USAID has 
programs and initiatives that DoD could 
modify to assist foreign militaries to provide 
training and capacity building to oppose 
domestic violence and gender-based violence 
conducted by military members.

c) USAID could also assist DoD with its 
obligations under the Leahy Law, by helping 
to identify human right violations and 
necessary reform initiatives.35 USAID human 

rights protection programming is broadly 
defined and operationalized through three 
key areas: 1) environment building focuses 
on strengthening the normative frameworks 
(laws and policies), institutions, and actors 
that help safeguard against violations; 
2) response efforts mitigate the impact 
of violations regardless of the ability to 
end them; and 3) remedy efforts include 
judicial and non-judicial measures to provide 
redress and deter future violations.

9. Reforming the code of military justice 
disciplinary measures and military law.

The most successful ROL and military 
justice programs do not end after a two-week 
training.36 In order to be most effective, security-
cooperation programs that focus on legal reform 
and the ROL should be long-term initiatives 
focused on change management that not only 
help develop and shepherd the new rules through 
the approval process, but also assist partner 
nations with the roll-out and implementation of 
the new policies.37  For example, does the host 
nation military have a code of military justice 
capable of dealing with human rights violations 
when they occur? If not, a multi-year ROL 
program would help the partner nation (with 
input from civil society) consider what ethical 
standards and codes of conduct are appropriate, 
draft regulations or codes for the security forces 
that are legally binding, and finally, roll-out, 
train on, and implement the new rules.

USAID has helped write and facilitate the 
implementation of a vast number of codes of 
conduct and the reform of thousands of laws. 
For example, to strengthen the professional 
skills of Russian judges and lawyers, USAID’s 
Rule of Law Partnership Project promoted 
continuing legal education, professional self-
governance, and ethics regulation. As outlined in 
the 2015 Practitioner’s Guide to Anticorruption, 
the Palestine PACE program used a Centers of 
Excellence (COE) framework, where members 
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of six ministries implemented 100 government 
reform initiatives.38 Similar results were made 
in the Paraguay Fight Against Corruption and 
Impunity program focused on ethics and codes 
of conduct.39 USAID could provide guidance 
and partners to help DoD conduct long-term, 
change-management ROL programs as DoD 
assists Ministries of Defense reform their code 
of military justice or code of conduct.
10. Including rigorous monitoring 
and evaluations (M&E).

 Security cooperation efforts have struggled 
to establish indicators beyond basic quantitative 
number counting to determine which of the 
multiple U.S. objectives should be measured.40

USAID could assist DoD with creating a 
more systematic structure for developing and 
tracking quantitative and qualitative indicators 
of effectiveness and efficiency prior to program 
approval.41 This would almost always include 
a baseline assessment immediately prior to the 
initiation of a BPC security cooperation program. 
RAND completed an impressive amount of 
research on this in 2016.42 Such efforts could 
include the use of basket indicators, which are a 
collection or grouping of two to nine indicators; 
using baskets to measure success in an area of 
foreign assistance has become a respected trend 
in the field.43 Baskets permit practitioners to 
measure the same thing from multiple angles in 
order to get a fuller picture of the situation.44 Due 
to the multiplicity of strategic-level goals that 
security cooperation programs are intended to 
achieve, it may be beneficial to have one basket 
of indicators for each strategic objective. USAID 
trains its field staff to use varied baskets of 
measures that adhere to data integrity standards. 

Military Strategies and Publications

The 2010 NSS, 2010 Quadrennial Defense 
Review (QDR), 2011 National Military Strategy 
(NMS), and 2015 NSS all promote security 
cooperation as a line of effort to reduce state 

fragility.45 The 2014 QDR states, “Building 
security globally not only assures allies and 
partners and builds partnership capacity, but also 
helps protect the homeland.”46 Recent military 
strategies have increasingly emphasized the 
need to accomplish this through interagency 
cooperation—the 2015 National Military 
Strategy mandates it.47

Strengthening governance to reduce the 
likelihood of corruption or state failure has also 
been part of DoD policy for over a decade. The 
Army Field Manual 3-07, Stability Operations 
states that “extensive corruption significantly 
challenges security sector reform efforts . . . 
[and] security sector reform should address these 
challenges.”48 Following suit, the U.S. Army’s 
counterinsurgency (COIN) Field Manual 3-24, 
which classifies security cooperation as an 
effective COIN tool, states in chapter 10 that 
“enforcing accountability, building transparency 
into systems, and emplacing effective checks 
and balances to guard against corruption 
are important components to any relief, 
reconstruction, or development program.”49

Summary

Corruption is a major impediment to military 
operations and the establishment of the ROL. 
Between 2007 and 2013, USAID sponsored 
more than 330 projects worldwide that included 
anticorruption activities with a total funding of 
about $6.7 billion. USAID has the experience, 
expertise, and ability to assist DoD in preparing 
for and fighting against corruption to support 
mission operations to reduce violent extremism, 
as well as increase government legitimacy and 

Strengthening governance 
to reduce the likelihood of 
corruption or state failure 
has also been part of DoD 
policy for over a decade.
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citizen confidence of local security forces. IAJ

The opinions and conclusions expressed herein are those of the student author and do 
not necessarily represent the views of the U.S. Army or any other governmental agency. 
Specifically, they do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the U.S. Agency for International 
Development (USAID) and USAID is not responsible for the accuracy of any information 
supplied herein.
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